The response to the external magnetic fields that were present during the experiment was negligible at the present level of accuracy even without the shielding. The Al cylinder containing the torsion balance was mounted on an aluminum platform which, to maintain leveling throughout rotation, was suspended by a single 0.05-cm steel wire. Sensitivity to leveling on the axis perpendicular to the vane was minimized by making the vane extend well beyond the capacitor plates. The apparatus was exceedingly sensitive to the leveling about the axis parallel to the plates and there was some coupling between the torsion signal and the pendulum signal on this axis. The magnitude of that coupling was measured, the pendulum signal was monitored, and the torsion signal corrected. The maximum correction to the torsion signal on rotation was~0.04 mV. The apparatus was mounted in an insulated box in which, for thermal stability, the top was maintained at a temperature 2. 5' higher than the bottom.
The results of the gravitational gradient measurements and those calculated are given in Table II . In view of the sensitivity of the gradients to the unknown details of the local mass distribution we consider the agreement satisfactory.
Gradients affect the final data largely through the accuracy with which the balance can be leveled and the extent to which the mass distribution in the balance is symmetric. Both factors lead to possible errors which we determine to be less than 15'/o of the errors quoted for the final result. 
